They also have, who only sleep and eat.

-Photo by Allen Rosenzweig, '62

Del Sussmann Report Still Being Edited

The Sussman report, result of extensive investigations into the matter of freshness at the Institute, will be published by the Institute before Christmas. The report, based on a questionnaire answered by the class of '62, is followed by extensive interviews of 150 members of the class in May, 1962.

The report, compiled by Leila Sussman and Gene X. Levine, and sponsored by the Undergraduate Association, is at present being edited by Publications Office in preparation for printing and distribution.

The drawing for the table locations at Junior Prom will be held Monday, Oct. 30. All tables must be closed by two p.m. that day; the raffle will take place at 5 p.m. of the same day in the lobby of Building Ten. A person from each group with a closed table must be present at the drawing to claim if he is not, the table goes by default, and his group goes to the end of the list for the next assignments.

**JP Table Raffle This Monday**

**Junior Prom Queen Could Be A King**

MIT ingenuity has succeeded once again. Nancy R. Bower '63, has entered her idea, Charles R. Porter '63, Managing Editor of V-O-D-O-O, in the Junior Prom Queen Contest. Party in the first male to enter a Tech Prom Queen contest, and his date, Nancy Bower, is the first male to extract the contest qualifications — the only candidate in the contest to be male of Tech Junior.

**Photos by Allan Rosenberg, '63**

**Do You Think for Yourself?**

(THROW THESE QUESTIONS INTO THE POT AND SEE WHAT COOKS)

If your studies led you to believe you could arrive at a definition of the middle of the universe, would you (A) keep on going? (B) no, people wouldn't think you were right? (C) (D) could you practice the proportion to all your friends? (C) get an oil man interested in the idea, even if you had to give him all the profits?

*Wasting no larderwell*

made such a statement never watched a pot; (B) if you don't want the rice to boil over—watch it! (C) you can't worry things by worrying about them.

*Wasting no larderwell*

If you saw a girl peeped up in a tree reading a book, would you say, (A) "Think?" (B) "Look at that book!" (C) a filter cigarette that has an advanced filter design of them all . . . the one cigarette with a smoking man's filter and a smoking man's taste.

*Wasting no larderwell*

If you checked (B) in three out of four of those questions, you're a pretty smart enough — but if you checked (C), you think for yourself?

The Man Who Thinks for Himself Knows — ONLY VICEROY HAS A THINKING MAN'S FILTER . . . A SMOKING MAN'S TASTE!

JP Line Waits Through Night for Few Remaining Sat. Night Tickets

**Committee Members Admit Mishandling**

(Continued from page 13)

16 to 18 options in his fraternity. There are 31 or 12 juniors in his house. He obtained the options from the box late Wednesday afternoon; he stated that Mario Moody was aware that those options were taken; however, none other committee member knew of Mario's action. Then added that he had committed himself to obtain options for his house since JP is always a big demander. He had originally planned to obtain them after public sales were over, but when he saw the heavy demand, he took the options in advance, since over 20 dates had been made for the weekend at his house, and he had promised the options.

Following the testimony, Schenkmans stated that the committee acknowledged "flawed and incorrect reasoning," but stated that the options were taken for personal benefit, for everyone has an option who checked any. Those remaining available options still unclaimed at the time of the meeting.

He added that the actions were "indefensible and incorrect" and that those involved were guilty of "flawed reasoning," but denied any definite plan to obscene any living group of a chance to purchase options. Jerry Jaffe agreed in this, saying that he felt that the committee members just were not perspectives enough to realize all the consequences.

**Questions Quotations**

Questions from observers followed the statements. Among the questions asked were whether it is unlimited to make groups to have sure of having options: whether anyone has been removed from options who wanted to buy; whether any living group had complained specifically of unfair dealings; and whether the complaints were investigated by those not directly affected by the options. Following these questions, Zabenni, Chairman Pat Cusick, '63, asked future group members to be responsible and give their living group. He also added that Judicial Committee was supposed to investigate any issues brought up. Further questions sought with the leasing of the Georgian Room. The meeting adjourned at 5 a.m., after which Jackson announced that it was meeting later to determine charges and penalties.

**IMA to Hear Talks by Representatives of Raytheon, Proctor & Gamble, AFL-CIO**

The Industrial Management Association has in its program of events for November several special-interest talks to Course SXV students as well as the MIT community in general.

On November 6, at 7:30 in the Tech Club, the Association is sponsoring an informal talk by Mr. Richard Krafft, Executive Vice-President of Raytheon, Inc. Mr. Krafft, one of the three top officials in Raytheon, will discuss his function as executive vice-president.

On November 12, Mr. Kenneth Kelley, secretary-treasurer of the Massachusetts AFL-CIO, will present his views in "The Challenge Confronting Labor."

IMA will present on November 13 a mock interview featuring a talk by an official of a local corporation on general interview. After the talk, the official will conduct an interview, explaining in detail each step in his procedure. The purpose of the program is to acquaint students with correct interview technique.

On November 30, the Association will present a talk by Mr. E. H. Shattuck, plant manager of the Quaker Store of Proctor & Gamble. Mr. Shattuck will speak on the role of the technically trained man in a large corporation, and the relation of engineer to plant manager.

Although these talks are intended specifically for students of Course SXV, they will be opened to the public of space permits. The talks are planned to be held in the Schell Room, building 12.